MASTER SCHOLARSHIPS 2015

Excellency Laboratory Milyon offers Master Scholarships in 2015-2016 to support students with excellent academic records enrolling in one of its academic Master programs:

- **General Mathematics** (Université Claude Bernard Lyon 1 / Université Jean-Monnet Saint-Etienne)
- **Advanced Mathematics** (ENS Lyon / Université Claude Bernard Lyon 1)
- **Fundamental Computer Science** (ENS Lyon)
- **Mathematics in Action** (Université Claude Bernard / Ecole Centrale Lyon)
- **2nd year Master programs in engineering schools** (Ecole Centrale Lyon / Polytech Lyon)

The Scholarships will be attributed for a full year of study in the first (M1) or second (M2) year of our Master programs. The scholarship for M1 students may be extended to the second year (M2) on the basis of results. Amount: 1000 euros (tax free) per month for 10 months.

ELIGIBILITY

Scholarships will be awarded on the basis of academic excellence and after the examination of the application. Details of documents required [here](#).

**International candidates:** Candidates are required a B2 level certificate in French

CALENDAR

→ Deadline for applications: **February 18th 2015**
→ Results: **1st March 2015**

APPLY VIA THE ONLINE FORM [HERE](#)

For more information, visit the website [Labex Milyon](#)

CONTACT ADMINISTRATIF

Carine Sevestre / sevestre@math.univ-lyon1.fr

Labex Milyon

Milyon is an Excellency Laboratory of the Lyon University within the frame of the Higher Education and Research Consortium of Lyon - St Etienne.

The goal of the Labex Milyon is to gather altogether colleagues in mathematics and fundamental computer science in Lyon. The perimeter of the labex consists of the three research units in these fields.

The three activities of the labex are:
- research
- support to new curricula
- dissemination of scientific culture